The paper presents a polynomial solution to the standard H,-optimal control problem. Based on two polynomial J-spectral factorization problems, a parameterization of all suboptimal compensators is obtained. A bound on the McMillan degree of suboptimal compensators is derived and an algorithm is formulated that may be used to solve polynomial J-spectral factorization problems.
INTRODUCTION
We present a polynomial solution to the standard H,-optimal control problem. The basic result is that, given a solution to two polynomial J-spectral factorization problems, all compensators may be generated that stabilize the plant and make the closed-loop transfer matrix satisfy a given oo-norm bound, provided any such compensators exist. The result was derived in preliminary form in 1989 by Kwakernaak (see Reference 19). The derivation presented in this paper is based on what may be called J-lossless theory. It is a modified and corrected version of that given in Reference 27 and it is linked to work by Ball and Cohen, ' Ball and H e l t~n ,~ Helton l4 and most of all to work by Green. l 3 The essential difference from other approaches is that in our approach nonproper plants can be handled. This, for instance, makes it possible to recast mixed sensitivity problems with nonproper shaping filters directly as standard H, problems. In order to make the known state-space results applicable to these 'nonproper problems', first a rational matrix has to be absorbed into the standard plant to make the standard plant proper. This, however, increases the McMillan degree of the standard plant, and thereby increases the McMillan degree of suboptimal compensators, a problem that does not occur if polynomial methods are used directly on the nonproper problem. This is shown in an example in Section 5 . The example gives as we hope a good explanation of why polynomial methods are useful. The solution to the standard H,-optimal control problem hinges on the solution to J-spectral factorization problems. J-spectral factorization problems are often solved using solutions of one or two indefinite Riccati equations (see References 12 and 1). In Section 4 it is shown how polynomial J-spectral factorization problems may be solved by means of a factor extraction procedure. This polynomial algorithm has computational as well as theoretical value.
To keep the paper readable, most of the proofs are listed in the Appendix.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper we use the following notation. A transfer matrix G is stable if all poles of G, except those at infinity, lie in C-. In particular polynomial matrices are considered stable. A rational matrix A is para-Hermitian if A-= A. In the case where A is a para-Hermitian rational matrix with constant inertia on the imaginary axis, then In(A) denotes the inertia of A on the imaginary axis. A rational matrix E is inner if it is stable and E-E = I. A rational matrix is co-inner if BT is inner. A rational matrix Q is a J-spectral factor of A if Q and Q-' are stable and A = Q-JQ. The matrix J is assumed to be a diagonal matrix of the form --- Central to our solution to the standard H,-optimal control problem is the following theorem For a proof see References 26 and 24.
Theorem 2.324*26
Suppose R E R m x ( q + p ) [ s] is a polynomial matrix that has full row rank on the imaginary axis, and suppose (wT z~)~ is a partitioned vector valued time signal with [w] = q and [z] = p .
The following are equivalent if p < m.
1. There exists an E > 0 such that every solution u:
2. There exists a strictly Hurwitz solution Q to the J-spectral cofactorization problem with Q-'R proper. Moreover, such a Q has the property that the inequality is satisfied in C + , or equivalently, such that the matrix (QI Rz) consisting of the left 0 m -p columns of Q and the right p columns of R is strictly Hurwitz.
Example 2.4
Suppose w and z are one-dimensional signals related through the differential equation
All solutions are of the form z(t) = (l/y)w(t) = ce'. Therefore there exists an E > 0 such that The matrix (Q1 R2) is strictly Hurwitz iff s + (yz + l)/(yz -1) is strictly Hurwitz, which is the case iff I y I > 1. If I y I = 1 then Q as given here is not defined. It follows from a result of Section 4 that for I y I = 1 there do not exist strictly Hurwitz solutions Q such that Q-'R is proper.
0

THE STANDARD Hm-OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM
We first briefly review the standard H,-optimal control problem. As shown in Figure 1 , the 'plant' G has an external input w and a control input u. The outputs of the plant are the control error z and the observed output y. The system is described in transfer matrix form by 
The resulting closed-loop system has the closed-loop transfer matrix
The standard H,-optimal control problem is the problem of minimizing the =-norm 11 HIl, of the closed-loop transfer matrix with respect to all compensators K that stabilize the closedloop system. The standard H.-suboptimization problem is the problem of generating stabilizing compensators K that make the closed-loop transfer matrix H satisfy 11 H 1 1 . < X for a given bound X. Such compensators are said to be admhible.
We write the plant G as a fraction of coprime polynomial matrices.
The partitioning of the numerator and the denominator polynomial matrix is compatible with (02 -N z ) has full column rank on 6.
Stability of the standard system
The standard system as in Figure 2 is stable if the transfer matrix from inputs (w, u1, UZ) to outputs (z, y , u ) is stable.
We assume that the plant and compensator are given in transfer matrix form. Writing K and G as left coprime polynomial matrix fractions
we may describe the closed-loop system of Figure 2 by the differential equations
R
P
Because the fractions of G and K are left coprime, also the pair ( R , P ) is left coprime and, hence, the zeros of R are the closed-loop poles and the closed-loop system is internally stable Note that a stable closed-loop system is not necessarily well-posed, that is, the map from inputs (w, tll, v2) to outputs (z, u , y ) is not necessarily proper. We explain in Section 5 why we want the closed-loop system to be stable but not necessarily well-posed. Note also that we do not require the compensator K to be proper; see Section 5.
Solution to the standard &-suboptimization problem
In this subsection the standard H,-suboptimal control problem is solved. For simplicity we take X = 1. At the end of this subsection we give a summary of our findings in the form of an algorithm.
Recall that the closed-loop system is described by the differential equation E is well defined and there exist compensators K stabilizing G such that 11 HII, < 1 only if E is co-inner. In that case the set of compensators that stabilize G such that 11 H 11-< 1 ( 11 HI[, < 1) coincides with the set of compensators that stabilize G' such that the closedloop transfer matrix H' from w' to z' satisfies 11 H' 1 1 This is no real problem; it means that ( w ' , u ) is not a suitable set of inputs to the system represented wrongly in transfer matrix form by G'. The proof does not rely on nonsingularity of ( Q 2 0 2 ) . Note that always EE-= 1, and that E is co-inner iff (01 -Q I ) is strictly Hurwitz.
According to Lemma 3.2 we may as well concentrate on the standard H, suboptimization problem with plant G'. This we do next. The closed-loop system is described by
In the terminology of Reference34 this is an AR-representation of the system. It is also possible to construct an MA-representation (see Reference is well defined and there exist compensators stabilizing G' such that 1) H' ]Im < 1 only if E is inner. In that case the set of compensators that stabilize G' such that )I H' IJm < 1 ( 11 H' ]Im 6 1) coincides with the set of compensators that stabilize G" such that the closed-loop transfer matrix U from w" to Z" satisfies 11 U llm < 1 ( 11 CJ llm 6 1).
0
Thus the problem is reduced to finding compensators K that stabilize the standard system with plant GIf and make the closed-loop transfer matrix U from w" to z" satisfy 11 Ullm < 1.
In the remainder of this section we show that U is a free parameter in the sense that for every stable U there exist x and such that the closed-loop system with plant G" and compensator xy-' is stable and has closed-loop transfer matrix U.
Generically, equality holds.
The closed-loop system with plant G" is described by The term on the right is nonsingular in C+ U 6 for stable U. Hence, so is the term on the left.
This implies that the square matrix
A2
is nonsingular in C+ U CO because the other two factors on the left of (39), and their inverses, are stable. To investigate internal stability, examine the the extended closed-loop system with extra internal signals vl and v2 as in Figure 5 . It is clear that this system is described by Hence, the transfer matrix from (w", u1, v 2 ) to (z",y, u ) is stable because and (40) is nonsingular in CO U C, .
and are stable
Summarizing, reintroducing A, we have the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3.4
Given: A left coprime polynomial matrix fraction description of the plant G = (01 D2)-'(N1 N2). Assumptions: (-N1 0 1 ) has full row rank on CO and ( 0 2 -N2) has full column rank on CO.
(a) Choose X E IT?. (e) These exist stabilizing compensators such that (1 Hll-< X. All compensators K = yx-' that stabilize and make 11 Hll-< X are generated by
In the next section we give an algorithm that may be used to solve polynomial J-spectral factorization problems. The algorithm produces solutions Q and r with Q-'( -NI 01) and Ar-' proper, iff such solutions exist. With such an algorithm at hand we are thus able to delimit the minimally achievable --norm bpt, by varying X. It should be noted, however, that at X = bpt the algorithm usually fails to generate stabilizing compensators.
POLYNOMIAL J-SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION
In this section we treat the polynomial J-spectral factorization problem. Most proofs are listed in the appendix. The basic theorem originates from JacuboviE. 
The algorithm to be formulated later in this section provides an alternative proof of the above theorem, and in fact it proves a more general version of Theorem 4.1. In the case where J = 2 Z, it is well known that the spectral factor r is unique up to premultiplication by a constant unitary matrix. This does not hold in case J # 2 I. The following example illustrates some points.
Example 4.4
Suppose A is given as so that
(49) 0
From det A = (1 -s2)(1 -X2) it follows that A admits a (6 -?)-spectral factorization only for
Depending on X we have a (6 -?)-spectral factor I' given by
for X > &, X = 4, and 4 > X > 1, respectively. For X # 4 the column degrees of r equal those of P. For X = 4 there does not exist a I' that has the same column degrees as P. This is because all J-spectral factors of A are of the form UI' and, hence, in this example, for X = 4 the first column of UI' is (nonzero) divisible by s + 1, whereas the first column of P is constant.
0
Often the matrix A to be factored is given as A = P-JP for some tall or not strictly Hurwitz P. As the example shows, it is apparently not always possible to find I' such that PI'-' is proper, or, equivalently if P is column reduced, such that I ' is column reduced with the same column degrees as P. If PI'-' is proper, we have $) = 60) = s m ) ( 
53)
Generically, it is possible to find I' such that PI'-' is proper. As we have seen in the previous section, this is an important property of P.
We next present an algorithm to compute J-spectral factors numerically. It is based on Callier's method for ordinary polynomial spectral factorization by symmetric factor extraction.5 For details we refer to Reference 19. An algorithm based on diagonalization, is described in Reference 30. It can handle J-spectral factorization problems where the matrix to be factored may be singular.
By m we mean [1,2, ..., m ) , the set of positive integers from 1 up to and including m. (h) r = WT, ... TI is a J-spectral factor of A. 0 r generated this way may turn out to have complex valued coefficients. In the case where A itself has only real valued coefficients, the extractions may be rearranged such that r is also real. 19*20 For completeness we briefly discuss it here.
Suppose A is real and suppose that the algorithm is at a point that the next zero to be extracted ti is complex valued. Without loss of generality we may assume t i + l = f i . The following combines in this case the ith and i plus first extraction step. There are two cases. Suppose e satisfies A(bi)e=O. Write e in Cartesian form as e = p + j q . Define the matrix C = ( P A q d ) , where P A is the vector whose entries are the elements pj of p for which j E &i. The vector q d is defined similarly. If the rank of C is one, then steps (d) and (e) need to be replaced by: We make clear, by means of a lemma, why we call dj the virtual column degrees of PTi' ... T;'.
Lemma 4.6
In the notation of Algorithm 4.5, either in the real or in the complex version,
is proper and has full column rank at infinity for all i E (0, ..., n).
0
From Lemma 4.6 we see that if on exit of the algorithm all virtual column degrees are zero, the matrix PTi' ... T;' itself is proper and has full column rank at 00. We can in fact prove a more general result.
Lemma 4.7
In the notation of 
Example 4.8
We take the same matrix as in Example 4.4:
For 1 < X # @ we go through the steps of the algorithm.
(a) n = 1, {I = -1, A1 = A , m = 1, and dl = 0, d2 = 1.
(b) i = 1,
-X A ( ( 1 ) = A ( -1) =
(c) As k is to be chosen from the set (2), we have k = 2. 
. EXAMPLE AND REMARKS
The standard H m problem is 'standard' because many other Hm control problems may be recast as a standard H m problem. In this section we examine one of these problems in more detail: the mixed sensitivity problem. The example of the mixed sensitivity problem that follows clarifies why we do not bother about properness and well-posedness much.
We consider a mixed sensitivity problem as shown in Figure 6 . The plant P is given and the compensator K is to be determined such that it makes the closed-loop system 'behave well'. The idea is that 'behaving well' may adequately be translated in terms of oo-norm bounds, that is, if the filters V, W1 and W 2 are designed 'correctly' then stabilizing compensators that make the oo-norm of the transfer matrix H from w to (zl,zz) small, make the closed-loop system behave well. This is in a few words the mixed sensitivity problem. How to translate 'behaving well' in terms of these shaping filters is a problem by its own and we are not going to dwell on it here. For details, see Reference 19. Properness of Kand well-posedness of the closed-loop system ( I + P(oo)K(ao) nonsingular) is usually essential for a closed-loop system to behave well. In other words, correctly designed shaping filters have the property that nearly optimal In our example W2 is nonproper, which is typical for mixed sensitivity problems. As a result, G is nonproper too. It shows that in this example the standard system never is well-posed for admissible compensators.* This is the reason for not insisting on well-posedness in the standard system. The underlying control system will always be well-posed for admissible compensators if the filters are correctly chosen. Though G often is nonproper, the problem may still be solved using state-space techniques. An obvious solution to this problem is to bring in an extra stable factor F -' . If Ktmp is an admissible compensator for the standard system with plant then K = F-'Ktmp is an admissible compensator for the original problem, and vice versa (see 
For simplicity we take r = 0, in which case det(A-JA) = c2 -X2 + cz( -1 + Xz)s2. From this we see that a (6 -?)-spectral factor r exists only if X > max (1, c) . The stable zero of (87) then is
The extraction algorithm may be applied and the result is that for max(1, c) Q X # JD, a solution with the correct degree structure is
The zero of -xs The factorization is not necessarily coprime but possible common factors are stable. In the terminology of Section 3.1 there are no unstable fixed closed-loop poles and the assignable closed-loop poles are the zeros of That is, K stabilizes the standard system iff it stabilizes the system as depicted in Figure 6 , a fact we silently assumed in Example 5.1. Note that with fraction (94) the first few steps of Algorithm 3.4 may be performed symbolically:
Step ( we may see that
if U is constant. Hence, the McMillan degree of a central compensator (that is, a compensator 0 for U = 0) does not exceed the McMillan degree of the plant.
Remark 5.4 (Dual solution)
The present algorithm is based on a left coprime fraction of the plant G. A similar algorithm may be derived starting with a right coprime fraction of the plant. A simple proof uses the fact that K is admissible for the standard system with plant G iff KT is admissible for the standard system with plant GT.
Algorithm 5.5
Given: A right coprime polynomial matrix fraction description of the plant Assumptions:
(-El), ( -3) Nz have full column rank and full row rank on 6 , respectively. Note that I3 and n have constant inertia on the imaginary axis. FA-' is a rational J-spectral factor of I3 and X-'f a rational J-spectral cofactor of n. The connection between the primal and dual solution is easy to formulate in terms of n and R:
In Reference 27 this formula was the starting point for the development of an algorithm that combines the dual and primal solution procedure. At the moment this has not yet led to an attractive algorithm. 0
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have shown how the standard H,-suboptimal control problem may be solved polynomially, based on what may be called J-lossless theory. A mixed sensitivity problem was solved, showing the usefulness of polynomial methods. A symmetric factor extraction algorithm for polynomial J-spectral factorization was formulated. The symmetric factor extraction algorithm has the important feature that it is conceptually simple and that it clearly shows the degree structure. Other algorithms, like Riccati-based algorithms and algorithms using 'Jordan chains' (see Reference 1 I) , have yet to be investigated, tested and compared.
In Reference 25 the solution procedure as presented in this paper is extended to the optimal case.
APPENDIX
Proof 7.1 (Lemma 3.2)
We split the proof into two parts.
Lemma 7.2
compensator, the closed-loop transfer matrix H satisfies H = R-'P with P and R defined as Complete T to a unimodular matrix:
Multiplying (117) from the left by W yields
The external closed-loop behaviour therefore is determined by
Note that the zeros of TD1 are part of the closed-loop poles. In particular, TD1 is nonsingular and, hence,
The same matrix T may also be used to eliminate y and u in the standard system with plant G', giving in a similar way the closed-loop behaviour If TQ2 is nonsingular (and it is if K is admissible as we see later on) then H' = -(T@)-'(TQi). If we now define P' = TQI and R' = TQ2 then H' = -R ' -' P ' , and with R and P defined 8s
we have H = R -' P and a relation between H and H' depending only on (-A$ 01). 0
We are now in a position to proof the first part of the lemma. By Theorem 2. From a small gain argument it follows that R does not have zeros in C+ U GJ iff RIM22 does not have (see Vidya~agar,'~ pp. 274-275), which in turn implies that both R' and M22 are not allowed to have zeros in C+ U 6, because both R' and M22 are stable.
Observe that So (Ql 0 1 ) is nonsingular and strictly Hurwitz iff A422 has all its zeros in C-. Obviously EE-= I and, therefore, E is co-inner iff (Q1 0 1 ) is strictly Hurwitz. Because A4 is proper and has full column rank it follows that 11 Hllm < 1 iff \I H'
The proof of the first part is complete if we can prove that for compensators that achieve 11 H 11-6 1,
we have that they stabilize G' iff they stabilize G. First note that the signals in the standard system with plant G' with extra disturbances u1 and u2 similar as in Figure 2 , satisfy the differential equation
Because Q is strictly Hurwitz, the above two matrices do not have unstable common factors, so, all unstable zeros of are closed-loop poles and, hence, the closed-loop system is stable iff (132), or equivalently, is proper and has full column rank at infinity. Suppose one of the virtual column degrees for the first time drops below zero, at, say, the 1 plus first time a root is extracted, that is, suppose AI+ I ( { [ + d e = 0 for some vector e and that dj = 0 for all j such that ej # 0. This implies that is proper. Equation (147) is equal to UWT, ... Tl+le and, hence, being polynomial. it must be constant.
Because T I + I ( C~+~)~ = 0, (147) must in fact be zero. This leads to a contradiction because UWTn ... TI is strictly Hurwitz. Hence, on exit of the algorithm all virtual column degrees are nonnegative. If some s-dm dj > 0, then a#) = deg det(F) = n = 6,(P) -C dj < & ( P ) , which implies that H-' is nonproper. 0 Therefore all virtual column degrees must be zero on exit of the algorithm. 
